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The patented GLO® Whitening G-Vial has a unique 
brush tip that allows for a precise application, 
targeting the teeth. 

The uniquely formulated gel does not migrate 
onto the soft tissue and gums, preventing 

 

sensitivity. The G-Vial is hermetically sealed, 
keeping the gel fresh until opened.

GLO®

Get GLOing
We’re GLO Science™

GLO Science™ brings together breakthrough 
science and intuitive design in beauty and oral 
care. Founder Dr. Jonathan B. Levine, oral health 
expert and NYC aesthetic dentist, works with 
a world-class team of engineers and designers 
to bring to life game-changing technology for 
your oral health. 

 technology guarantees you the whitest, 

or those messy trays. In 32 minutes, your teeth 
will be whiter and you will be gloing.

It’s time to smile! 
Put it on, press power and GLO!

®

G-Vial Whitening Gel Delivery System 

   G.L.O. Guided Light Optic Technology

The Patented GLO mouthpiece combines LED light and 
heat resistors in a closed system, which prevents oxygens 
from escaping the teeth. With each application the mouth-
piece warms up to the optimal temperature to accelerate 
and activate the process for quicker, more e�cient results. 
Get the optimal whitening results, without the sensitivity.

Patented Technology



 

 

 

Begins with the GLO Training Kit

Includes hardware kit + one patient chairside kit

The practice keeps the hardware kit and uses it to set up a 
whitening treatment room immediately

GLO Chairside 6-Patient Syringe Kit
30% Hydrogen Peroxide

GLO Vials 10 Pack + Lip Care  
6% Hydrogen Peroxide

Easy squeeze

50 Applications

Silver Precision
Brush Tip
Applicator

6 Professional Whitening Gel Syringe 30% HP + syringe tip

6 Light Cured Gingival Barrier Syringe + syringe tip

6 Patented GLO Lip & Cheek Retractor

6 GLO Vitamin E and Aloe Lip Care Pot

6 Patient Shade Guides

User Manual with step by step instructions.

*No tray, No strip
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For information visit www.gloscience.com

AWARD WINNING INNOVATIONS
FROM GLO SCIENCE

In-Office (Only 8 minutes per cycle)

Fast appointments using patented GLO technology for
the most dramatic results and little to no sensitivity. 

 
 

 GLO Vials

Just brush on and GLO! 
The easiest way to whiten on the go.

For use on their own or amplify with the GLO device.
No strips, no trays, no sensitivity. 

 
 

 
 

 

See up to 8 Shades Whiter Teeth

GLOing Results
Clinically Proven

After

Before

Take home the same technology you use in the o�ce 
for continued use at home.


